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Scotland’s Green Party Picks “Trans Woman” Who Dresses
Like Little Girl as Candidate for UK Parliament
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In an apparent effort to show just how far
the radical Left has progressed in its race to
the bottom, the Scottish Green Party is
running an estimable personage called
“Sophie Sparkles” for the United Kingdom’s
parliament.

He is, of course, a “transgender woman,” the
perfect candidate for today’s Left.

As it turns out, Mizz Sparkles is something
of a sex deviant, and though he posted his
deviant material online for all to see, he
turns pink with rage if anyone takes note of
it.

The Scottish Green Party is running a transgender candidate with a disturbing social media
history in the upcoming UK elections.

"Sophie Sparkles," who often dresses like a young girl, has campaigned to make
"misgendering" a criminal offense.https://t.co/9B6hWMO3je

— REDUXX (@ReduxxMag) May 20, 2024

Also known as “Sophie Molly,” his real name is Euan Weddell, Reduxx reported, and he is running for a
new seat in Parliament’s House of Commons, representing Gordon and Buchan.

He “recently gained attention after declaring that a book dedicated to women’s fight against gender
ideology was ‘deeply transphobic’ and put ‘the safety of all trans people at risk,’” the website reported:

But the scrutiny of Molly’s candidacy has resulted in the resurfacing of one of his social
media accounts, where it was found that he engaged in aggressive and disturbing behavior.
In addition to sending abuse directly to J.K. Rowling, including calling her a “torn faced
cow,” Molly posted pornographic photos of himself and fetishistic descriptions of his body.

Rowling herself began highlighting the highly unprofessional nature of Molly’s online
presence after becoming a target for the candidate over the weekend.

I've just realised who you are, Sophie! I thought I recognised the face! Well, I can certainly
see why @scottishgreens wanted you as a candidate. pic.twitter.com/IqdGeaybtl

— J.K. Rowling (@jk_rowling) May 19, 2024

Mizz Sparkles has been reporting X users to the cops for “hate speech,” the website continued, and of
course, he was giddy as a giggling school girl about the nation’s new Stalinist hate-crime law that bans
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“offensive material.”

As The New American reported in April, the bill forbids such material not only “through websites, blogs,
podcasts, social media etc., either directly, or by forwarding or repeating material that originates from
a third party; through printed media such as magazine publications or leaflets,” but also by “online
streaming, by email, playing a video, through public performance of a play, etc.” The bill also bans
“making the material available to another person in any way e.g. through the spoken word, the written
word, electronic communications, etc, either directly (as the originator of the material), or by
forwarding or repeating the material.”

Not surprisingly, the cops received a whopping 8,000 reports in just seven days after it became law.

Thus did Molly report X users. He “would regularly share announcements of various police reports he
claimed to have lodged, including those made against TV writer Graham Linehan,” the website
reported. “He would also write cheery songs on his reports, publishing the videos of him reciting the
lyrics to his YouTube Channel. One of the songs is titled ‘Browsing for Hate Crimes.’”

No “Misgendering”

Madame Sparkles was also behind a Change.org petition to criminalize “misgendering.” He hoped
others would sign it to “wipe the smirk [off] JK Rowling’s face,” the website explained.

He is “polyamorous,” leftist code for promiscuous, and “in a ‘polycule’ with multiple other men,” Reduxx
continued:

One of his partners is fellow Green Party member Heather Herbert, who recently attracted
criticism after taking photos of himself dilating in public after his recent “gender
reassignment surgery” operation. The term ‘dilating’ refers to the insertion of a rod into a
surgically-constructed “neo-vagina” in order to prevent the wound from closing.

Herbert snapped a photo of himself lying on the floor of the disability-accessible toilet stall
at Gatwick Airport, which he posted publicly to X. Disgusted and dismayed at the sight,
users described it as a public display of a “fetish” and inconsiderate of persons with
disabilities who require the use of the facilities.

Similarly, Molly has publicly posted fetish photos of himself wearing nipple clamps to his
Facebook page. Acclaimed Irish comedy writer Graham Linehan, who has expressed
opposition to the Greens’ support for Molly, shared multiple such images of the trans
activist beginning in March.

That’s where Lady Sparkle’s victimization act reached its peak. She expected cops to arrest the writer
for humiliating him with “revenge porn” even though Sparkles posted the material himself.

“I’m really concerned that [police] won’t want to proceed with the case because it’s a celebrity and they
won’t take me seriously because I’m not famous and a trans woman,” Sparkles sobbed. “I need hugs.”

In fact, he needs a check up from the neck up. That diagnosis aside, he typically dresses like a little girl,
Reduxx observed, and “can be seen clutching a plush teddy bear in media uploaded to his Instagram
account.”

Linehan thinks he’s nutty as George Washington Carver’s lab at the Tuskegee Institute. He is, Linehan
thinks, a threat to women given that he uses their restrooms.
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“Euan is a great example of the kind of disturbed man who should be kept far away from women, not
suddenly given license to invade their private spaces,” he told Reduxx. “Abusive, obsessed by porn,
vindictive and not very bright, he fits right into the Scottish Greens.”

“Trans” Obsessed Greens

Dame Sparkles isn’t the first “transgender woman” the party has pushed for public office, Reduxx
reported.

Another one is a Cinderfella called Melissa Poulton, a “‘proud lesbian’ who shared erotic ‘sissification’
content online.” His critics are, of course, “transphobic.”

A third is a winner called Aimee Challenor. His rapist father David Challenor worked for his election
while out on bail for raping and torturing a 10-year-old girl. He subsequently landed a two-decade
prison term for his sex crimes.
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